IPC Examination : Heysham M6 Link: Reference Number TR010008
Presented by Professor Keith Hanley: Unique ref no. XXXX and Mrs Jadwiga Hanley: Unique ref
no. XXXX
(Members of the Halton Residents’ Group: Unique ref no. XXXX)
This submission refers to Annex C, Examining Authority’s first questions, Q5 of Questions
addressed primarily to LCC, TSLM, CPRE, Transport Activists Roundtable Northwest etc.
We are writing both in our private capacities and as commissioned by the Halton Residents’
Group, because our experience and opinions represent those of the whole group and our many
outside sympathizers. We believe that as well as providing evidence that the necessary
processes of consultation have not been properly conducted, this history is an example of the
haste and lack of due attention which is mirrored in many aspects of a rushed and unevolved
application to the IPC.
The Link
As part of due consultation between April 2011 and January 2012 Lancashire County Council
disseminated four issues of a pamphlet entitled Heysham to M6 Link Road: The Link. These
were the principal medium for broadly announcing and explaining a project which was still in
the pre‐application phase when the series began, but the impression immediately created, and
we believe intended to be created, was of a fait accompli. Both the pamphlets and subsequent
exhibitions and popularising events misleadingly closed down the range of concerns which
were still open to legitimate discussion and objection, and a course of information
management and baseless references was set in train.
Issue 1 established the attempt to restrict and minimise the scope fo consultation for what was
a new application: ‘Changes to the approved scheme . . . mean we must make a revised
planning application’, and the timeline is represented as what is going ahead without any
acknowledgement of the contingency of the whole process. Readers are invited to ‘become
involved in shaping the proposals’, never to entertain the possibility of opposing them.
Issue 2 supports the same impression that it is all a certainty: ‘It is likely that the Heysham to
M6 Link will be the first road scheme progressed through this new [IPC] process.’ Again, the
rhetoric of ‘Have your say!’ is confined to ‘help shape the final application’, with those
attending the ‘consultation events’ encouraged only to supply ‘changes to the scheme’ and not
‘of’ significant aspects. The application is once more treated as a minor distraction: ‘The latest
step follows the government’s “green light” on changes to the Heysham to M6 Link’. The truth
is that this stage was amber.
Issue 3, headlined ‘Overwhelming majority understand the link road proposal’, referring to
returns made by 33% of those attending the exhibitions, of which percentage a further 28%
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had claimed either not to understand or have a limited understanding of the proposals! The
results presented in this way were based on only one of 7 questions in the questionnaire
referred to: ‘Having considered the information that was available to you, would you say you
have a good understanding of our proposals?’ The returns for the remaining pertinent
questions have never been published or indicated in any way, such as 4: ‘Has the information
provided at the exhibitions been helpful?’ With the follow‐up boxes: ‘What we propose to
construct; How construction will affect your community; How we will affect the environment;
What your community will look like when the scheme is completed.’ Following complaints, and
once the application had gone in, Issue 4 became noticeably more circumspect. But the damage
was done long before.
Overall, The Link might be clever PR but it is certainly seriously flawed consultation.
The Halton Consultation Event, 14 June 2011
Given the confusions arising from The Link and serious misgivings related to the Halton slip
road, a number of Halton residents were concerned to raise the issues of its necessity and
design. When we asked the consultants in attendance whether or not major aspects of the
scheme, not simply details for improvement, were part of the consultation process they
confirmed that they were. Mr John Williams, who was one of the officials, told us the same, yet
by the time that we were able to speak with Mr Steve McCreesh, the Project Director, he flatly
contradicted that advice, and said that they were only concerned with matters of mitigation.
When I asked him to come over and talk with the advisor who had said the opposite, that
advisor then said he must have misunderstood the nature of the consultation and apologized.
I attach my correspondence with Mr McCreesh which began with my written complaint about
the discrepant information made in response to an invitation from LCC, 31 May 2011 (1). In
his reply, which I attach (2), Mr McCreesh stated, for the first time and contrary to the occasion
described above, that ‘this consultation sought feedback on the whole scheme . . .’, and now
outlined at length the advice he should have given at the Halton event, but did not, according
to the Planning Act 2008: Guidance on pre‐application consultation, where the first of five
clauses states: ‘to allow members of the public to influence the way projects are developed by
providing feedback on potential options . . .’, and where only one clause relates to the matter of
‘[enabling] potential mitigating measures to be considered’. He now claimed that the LCC had
indeed been ‘seeking feedback on all aspects of the proposals’. The effect of his former
misleading attitude was to persuade enquirers that the slip road was beyond discussion. The
advisor had not, in fact, ‘corrected’ his previous information before I invited Mr McCreesh to
discuss the situation with him, but Mr McCreesh’s reply is beside the point: it was Mr
McCreesh, not the advisor who was misleading members of the public. Not only during that
particular event had many left with the wrong impression about the limitations of the exercise,
but presumably many who attended the other related events along the route.
This was in direct contravention of the Planning Act guidance that: ‘Above all, it must be clear
what is being consulted on. Promoters must be careful to make clear what is settled and why,
and what remains to be decided, so that the expectations of consultees are properly managed.’
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(I attach a letter to the Lancaster Guardian from John Leach, 23 June 2011 (3), and a letter of
confirmation from Mr and Mrs Pilkington (4) which explains the same situation from the
experience of others).
The Halton Slip Road
The crucial issue is whether or not the Halton slip road was still a matter for consultation prior
to the application to IPC. In every exchange with LCC an attempt has been made to distract
enquirers from having that question addressed in two ways. First, representatives of LCC have
insisted on treating it as a request to reconsider the alternative routes which have been
historically set aside, and have repeatedly sought to by‐pass the real and specific query
regarding the slip road. The tactic was introduced by Mr McCreesh in the letter to me (8
August 2011) referred to above which answers at length why alternative routes were not
consulted on, without mentioning my specific concern regarding the slip road.
The distinction was glozed over again by County Councillor Tim Ashton in his reply of 22
December 2011 (attached, 5) to the Halton Residents’ Group’s letter of complaint of 26
September 2011 (which that group have sent on to you). There, under ‘Consultation’, he
equates the matter of ‘alternative modes and routes’, which he acknowledges were not
attended to, entirely with the overall optional routes which had not been recommended by
previous reports in 2007 and 2008, making renewed discussion unnecessary. But that, of
course, was not the matter of concern.
It is important to separate out two different lines of argument which LCC have repeatedly
confused in order to see off the slip road objection. They are clearly represented in Link 4
(January 2012), where it is claimed three main questions are answered. For the first question,
‘Why is the Halton Link included?’ it is stated that it ‘was added to the scheme following a
request by many village residents at the August 2001 public consultation’ (see below). The
second question as to why alternative routes were not consulted on is answered by raising the
history of proposals which had led to the present route which came to a head in the Planning
Inquiry’s Inspector’s report of 2007.
In this way, all alternative considerations to the scheme are generalized as demands to re‐open
the choice of route, while the legitimate question of the slip road, which was not covered in the
2007 recommendation (nor the Faber Maunsell Report of 2008), is side‐lined as the fulfilment
of an alleged local request.
2001
Councilor Ashton also stated that the Halton slip road ‘was included at the request of the
Halton residents at our public consultation in 2001. This was exhibited at our 2005
consultation events and again included on our plans and leaflets during this latest
consultation’. The last point is disingenuous, as though obviously shown on the maps at the
exhibitions it has never been consulted about, and it is precisely not being permitted to
address it in the most recent events that we are all complaining about.
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The fig leaf of the 2001 ‘request’ is in truth a complete myth which has gained authority by
repetition. We were present along with many neighbours at the said meeting, when several
contradictory suggestions arose. Though some residents may well have brought it up, many
present were opposed to the whole scheme, and it was by no means an upshot of the meeting.
No vote or show of hands was called on a matter which was not prominent in the overall
discussions. To represent (on what authority?) what was spoken about as a ‘request of the
Halton residents’ is a post factum travesty to cover the total lack of consultation about a
proposal which even those who might have advocated it over ten years ago had little or no
idea about what it would entail.
This is a very serious distortion, and the more so because it is the only grounds given at any
stage for the slip road, and it is simply untrue.
Consultation and Halton PC
Over the intervening time, the only serious canvassing of local views was for the exercise
reported in the Consultation Report for the Development Management Policies and Land
Allocations Combined Scoping Document, October 2010, which explicitly ruled out discussion
of the M6 Link on the grounds that it was then ‘under consideration’. What was manifest,
however, from the response of the village community was that it wished to remain separated
from the town with its protected green belt (information supplied to you by the Halton
Residents’ Group). No party to the discussions about the slip road has ever denied that the
upshot of the proposed slip road would seriously undermine that desire.
What has appeared to fill the gap, however, are the unfortunate actions and inaction of the civil
Parish Council which have been central to the chain of misinformation. This unelected body is
listed as third of the LCC’s chief consultees in Link 3. (The villages’s only elected
representative, Councillor Paul Woodruff, the current mayor, has clearly and consistently
voiced his opposition to the slip road). In summer 2009, Mr Brian Jefferson, the chair, wrote to
the Lancaster Guardian, as chair of the PC, expressing his view that the road should be built and
built quickly. This gave the semblance that his personal views were those of the PC. Though he
has since apologized for this ill‐considered act, it was damagingly assumed by readers that his
own views were those he had presumably established as the PC’s.
Indeed, Mr Jefferson’s own views and his private discussions have played a misleading role in
consultations with LCC which were not made public. He has had several meetings with Mr
McCreesh which were never publicly reported or referred to in PC minutes. When I phoned
various officers at LCC following the invitation of 31 May 2011, including Mr Nigel Cleave and
Mr Stephen Molyneux, I was informed that a file with them stated that the Halton PC had
confirmed that they had a resolution that a slip road was requested by Halton. I believe this to
be the origin of the myth described above. Certainly there are no PC minutes from that time to
that effect. On 8 August 2009, Margaret Mason, Clerk to the PC, confirmed in writing that the
only minuted view was one recorded in 2007, when ‘a narrow majority decision with the
Council confirms that Halton with [Aughton] Parish Council does not support the current M6
link Road Proposal’. Obviously, officers have changed many times since 2001, and are changing
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all the time, but there is absolutely no historical evidence for the PC having approved the
whole scheme or the slip road, let alone requested one.
Transparency has been badly lacking. We are left with speculations. As chair of the local
Conservative Association, Mr Jefferson has running dealings with involved persons, including
the current local MP. We are not suggesting anything conspiratorial, but it is easy too imagine
how conversations and assurances with no official authority become communicated in closed
discussions. What is clear is that neither Mr Jefferson nor anyone else can substantiate a
spurious claim which LCC have found fit to employ in many places.
After this situation was raised in recent PC meetings, a questionnaire was distributed to some
households in the village. Various claims have been made for that exercise in the local press
and parish magazine, but the reasons for its lack of merit and extraordinary prejudice are
clearly outlined by my letter to the Lancaster Guardian, which I attach (6). Reference to
Lancaster City Council’s democratic officer would have explained to those who circulated it
how and why it was so flawed, but what I wish to stress here is that distributing it in haste just
before Christmas demonstrated a desperate attempt to cover the yawning gap over
consultation. But the consultation, even if valid, was being made after the application had been
submitted.
Much of the related documentation evidences retroactive attempts to address problems which
have been urged by those residents whose objections are based on local knowledge and
shared conviction but who, of course, had not been previously consulted at the right time
during the process.
Link 4 belatedly acknowledges that LCC are ‘aware of the concerns of residents with respect to
the impact on Church Brow’ and proposes that they will now, after the application, ‘consider
extending the 20mph area within Halton’, and they will now ‘consult on any additional
measures’. I leave aside the efficacy of these suggestions to point out that they represent only
some of the pointed issues they have failed to consult on prior to the application being made.
The PC enthusiast who devised the questionnaire referred to above writes in the Parish Prattle
magazine: ‘Lancashire County Council tell us that they are willing to send in a team to look at
safety aspects. This sounds like a good first step for us’. (My italics, please note the date:
Feb/March 2012!)
Everyone interested knows, and will always know, that whatever problems and accidents may
occur were the slip road to go forward, the people of Halton were never consulted, and their
real and relevant anxieties only began to be addressed after the application was submitted.
Summary
1 Halton has never been truly consulted about the slip road.
2 Attempts to give a different impression are fallacious and misleading.
3 The duty to consult all interested parties fairly and openly has not been duly carried out.
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